To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-745-4342
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Wednesday December 31, 2014
Subject: Department of “Justice” (DOJ) promotes cop killing video
I don't know what evidence could be more convincing that the US FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, under control
by the NEW WORLD ORDER, is promoting cop killing.
I don't know what other fact has greater potential of waking up some of the police that they are pawns in a game,
and they need to get out from under the mind control.
And, I don't know what other fact has greater potential of waking up too many of the black community they they,
too, are pawns. And, for those of all races in the US who feel the oppression of cops who are out of control, the
publicly shown threats against police only serve the divide and conquer purposes of the NEW WORLD
ORDER, so the oppressed are also pawns.
Sheriff, do you know what the good cops do? They inform other cops, and ordinary citizens of the truth. They
sue the federal government. Sheriff Richard Mack and Sheriff Arpaio are good examples. Sheriff Arpaio
organized a careful investigation into the fraudulent presentation by the Obama administration of an alleged
“birth certificate.” We need more “good cops like that.

Justice Department Grants Linked to Cop-killing Rap
Video written by Alex Newman New American Magazine
www.thenewamerican.com
Here are excerpts from the article:
...DOJ was funding a “community” organization linked to a controversial rap music video
glorifying the murder of New York City police officers...
...as of December 26, neither the DOJ nor Bronx Defenders had issued a formal statement on
their websites about the rap song or the possible role of taxpayer funding in producing it...
Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association President Patrick Lynch, went even further, suggesting that
the deliberate promotion of cop killing ought to be considered a crime. “This video goes well
beyond the parameters for protected speech and constitutes a serious threat to the lives of
police officers”...
“It’s reprehensible that the city and its taxpayers are essentially supporting a video that
encourages the idea of shooting police officers,” a police source was quoted as telling the New
York Post in a December 12 article, which noted that the “vile online rap video … urges black
people to kill NYPD cops.

